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ymgerman/ShutterstockBored with your app and looking for something new? We've dug through Google Play, iTunes, and other app stores to find the best, saving you time. Here's an app that we think you need to check out this week. The sequel to the popular and award-winning sidescrolling action adventure game is finally here, even if
only on iOS. Badland 2 more or less feels the same as its predecessor, assigning players by floating through maps, dodging obstacles and surviving until you reach the end. What's different in the second iteration, is that instead of just going one right, you can now move in both directions. It still only features single-player campaigns, but
there are global challenges, so you can finish against friends through the leaderboards. It's a little expensive, it's $5. Popular storytelling app iTunes is finally coming to Android. Storehouse lets you upload photos, videos, and text to create personalized stories about anything. The neat part is you can embed your story on the blog or share
it with your friends and family. You can also browse other users' stories. The features are quite identical to what you will find in the iOS version, so there is no difference. Google Play iTunes Bumble is a dating app shot by Whitney Wolfe, co-founder of Tinder, and its main focus is on making women initiators. It works very similarly to
Tinder because it only connects people who have swiped right on each other's profiles. What's different is that women have to start a conversation within 24 hours before the connection is lost, and for same-sex connections, one person can start a conversation. Google Play iTunes Need movie recommendations? Your friends know you
best, so why not ask them? That's what Tronko is all about. It's a messaging app built around your friends who recommend and discuss movies with each other. You can start a group message thread or have a conversation with one person. The app retrieves its data using the TMDb API, and lets you rate movies on a scale of 1 to 10.
Google Play iTunes Selfie Takers don't have to rely on the front camera anymore. Everyone knows the rear camera offers higher quality photos, and Elie is an app that lets you point the rear camera and take a selfie without having to do anything. It recognizes your face and takes some pictures, but saves only the one you choose. It offers
a variety of other features as well, such as adding effects when taking pictures, not afterwards. The app will cost you $3. iTunes Editor Malarie Gokey's Recommendations TrendsLooking for a cool new app to download? The options are huge, so we've dug through Google Play, iTunes and other app stores to find the best one, saving you
time. Here's an app that we think you need to check out this week. Slide is a little neat neat a camera app for iOS that breathes some life into your photos. All you have to do is take photos using the app, while moving your device smoothly in horizontal motion. Once the photo is taken, just tap the subject of the photo and watch it turn into a
video or GIF, add depth to the image, and actually make it pop. The results are easy to share on Instagram, iMessage, Twitter, Facebook and other social media channels. The app will cost you $1.99, and is great for iPhone owners who can't use Apple's own Live Photos feature that only exists on the iPhone 6S. iTunes May be difficult to
keep track of all your photos, and Everalbum wants to help with that. The app provides secure unlimited photo backups in the cloud, and pulls photos stored on your phone and on social media accounts. The free tier saves it at high resolution, but you'll need a premium version of the app to keep it at full resolution. Photos are categorized
by event, or you can create your own albums, plus you can invite others to upload their own photos. A similar feature has just been added to Google Photos. The premium version of Everalbum costs $9.99 per month, with the option to have your favorite photos printed and sent to your home. Everalbum works in many languages such as
English, German, Italian, and Arabic. The Windows iTunes digital assistant, Cortana, is officially available on Android and iOS. Built into Windows Phone and Windows 10 desktops, Cortana manages and displays your appointments, tracks plans, gives you your flight and weather information, and more. You'll need a Microsoft account,
and if you're already using a Windows 10 device, Cortana will now sync your data to your smartphone. In the Android version, you can say Hey Cortana, to access the voice assistant from the home screen and in the app as well. If you get a missed call, Cortana will push it to your Windows 10 PC and you can reply via SMS to the caller
without having to pick up your phone. It's similar to experiences on iOS and Android with Siri and Google Now; but the more competition, the better. iTunes Google Play If you like elegant and simple puzzle games to pass the time, the Loop will be right in your alley. The idea is to close the pattern to create a specific design on the screen,
giving the impression you are completing the circuit. It's easy to play, but really satisfying, because the game doesn't tell you what shape to make, encouraging you to play around with tapping the pieces. It's relatively easy and addictive, and its supposedly endless levels should keep you going for some time. iTunes Google Play If you
frequently mobile phones, especially for work, you may want to see HappyID. When you receive a call, the app shows you exactly who you're talking to, by viewing contact records and other key information. This could work. companies they work for, their degrees, and so on. Granted, you'll need to fill in that information when you first add
a contact to your phone, but it can be worth the effort. The app can display notifications when a call ends, reminding you to make some quick notes about the conversation. It syncs with Evernote, which is useful, and also has Android Wear support. Google Play Editor's Recommendation While the U.S. may be safe as the world's dominant
economy for now, there are signs that it is beginning to lose its edge as a technology leader. This is according to findings released by mobile analytics company Flurry, which recently studied app development and its origin. Their findings are insightful, as they reveal that the US is no longer leading the way in the creation of new apps, with
its market share having fallen from 45% in 2011 to 36% in 2013. This is in stark contrast to the software industry landscape in 2008, when America generated about 68% of all sales units and was distinguished as a clear market leader. While some may regard America's dwindling market share as negative, it simply reflects the fact that the
mobile app industry is now a truly global phenomenon. With emerging economies such as China, Brazil and Russia now leading the way in technological innovation, Android users can enjoy a more diverse range of apps. With this in mind, let's take a look at the most popular apps and the reasons why you should download them.1. Easy
Smart AssistantDo: Applications for Almost EverythingRating: 4/5 (3848 reviews)Although we may all need a personal assistant from time to time, this is too much financial burden for most of us to bear. However, thanks to the incredible world of mobile apps, Android users can now access the next best thing with Mudahdo Smart
Assistant. Created by MudahDo Inc., this versatile app allows users to access fully functional personal assistant services, allowing them to do everything from monitoring important work emails to receiving birthday notifications and bad weather alerts in real time. If you're struggling to balance your personal and professional life, this app will
at least help ease the burden of a hectic schedule. 2. Vine: Applications for Android UsersRating: 4.2/5 (1127626 reviews)Video is an increasingly important component of our daily lives, both in terms of how we access the information and methods used to market products and services. In terms of video marketing alone, consumers now
watch about 46 billion videos online each year and become information submitted through audio visual media. The Vine app allows Android users to take advantage of this trend, as it has the capacity to record six second videos that can be pinned to Twitter and and social media platforms. Videos recorded by the same user can also be
integrated into a single profile, so you can share multiple movies simultaneously with fellow users. 3. Duolingo: Application for Language Learning for FreeRating: 4.7/5 (3633169 reviews)While social media development and remote interaction may have broken down many international communication barriers, the ability to speak multiple
languages still has considerable value. For individuals who need to move jobs or plan to travel to distant global resorts, for example, multilingual skills may be worth their golden weight. The Duolingo language app is one of the most innovative educational tools in the Android market, as it challenges users to learn their choice of Spanish,
German, French, Italian or Portuguese by asking them to match the image with the selected words. The app is also tiered and staged to be competitive, so a successful answer will allow you to progress while the wrong response will cost you valuable time and points.4. Pocket Apps: Viewing Offline Online ContentRating: 4.5/5 (1247372
reviews)When browsing the Internet, you tend to find a certain amount of multimedia content. The packed and dense nature of the World Wide Web makes it easy to ignore potentially vital content, so the Pocket App for Android phones therefore serves a crucial and often underestimated function. In short, it allows you to store interesting
content for offline reading, which means that you can view your videos, tutorials, and articles at any time regardless of whether you have an active Internet connection.5 or not. Any.do Application: The Ultimate To-do ListRating: 4.5/5 (263062 reviews)While most of us will work off the to-do list at one time or another, how many of us
actually complete the tasks included in the allowable time? This Any.do help you be more productive, as it allows creating accessible and real-time task lists on your Android device. It also provides an audible reminder whenever a task is due, which in turn means that there is no reason for the deadline to be lost or to forget an important
appointment. As a free organizational tool to use, it is one of the best available to modern consumers.6. Camscanner App: The New Face of Digital TechnologyRating: 4.5/5 (896376 reviews)With the Camscanner app downloaded to your Android phone, your use of digital technology will never be the same again. Basically, this negates
the need for a conventional scanner, as it processes documents using your Android camera. There is no limit to the number of documents you scan, the process speed is very fast. You can also edit these documents using this software, due to the contrast application features and brightness modification tool.7. Google Keep: The Last in
Noteing App: 4.4/5 (563724 reviews) While note-taking apps are nothing new, Google Keep takes the concept to a completely different level. To begin with, it offers a much larger capacity than standard tools, as you can take real-time notes while also adding photos and reminders. In addition, the app also allows the creation of checklists
and voice notes, which can be accessed and shared at any time while on the go. It allows you to keep your records organized in one online space, without the need to use alternative software packages.8. eBook Reader Play Books: Absorbing Information while using MoveRating: 3.9/5 (1234656 reviews)If there is one trend that defines
modern technology, it is the development of tools and applications that allow users to perform tasks while mobile. Download the Android-compatible Play Books e-Book Reader, for example, which can be installed directly onto your phone and features comprehensive dictionary functionality. This app is especially useful for students, as it
allows them to review the material and revise the subject they choose while moving and regardless of their exact geographic location.9. Merriam Webster and WordWeb: The Ultimate Online DictionaryRating: 4.5/5 (370351 reviews)While Google's burgeoning Play store is full of functional diaries and thesaurus applications, some of which
have the scope and sophistication of Merriam Webster and WordWeb. Featuring a comprehensive catalog of words and concise definitions, the app also offers access to pronunciation tools that allow you to improve your speech and oration. As wrong and versatile apps go, Merriam Webster and WordWeb remain among the most
searched for Android users. 10. Feedly: Source Real Time Global NewsRating: 4.5/5 (276322 reviews) News sites and resources were all the rage in 2013, mainly because users liked to enjoy content from a number of alternative sources. The most popular application of this type is Feedly, which has emerged as the most viable
alternative to the now-malfunctioning Google Reader. With an easy-to-navigate interface and a number of variable display options designed to enhance the reading experience, Feedly allows you to pick up the latest news at the touch of a button. Bottom lineAll the mobile and Android app markets continue to grow and grow, users can
benefit from an increasingly diverse selection of tools and accessories. So while the American market share of newly designed and created apps may be dwindling, this does not negatively impact the level of innovation in the industry or the Android user experience. Users.
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